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Abstract 
Mak, L., Speedup of determinism by alternation for multidimensional Turing machines, Theoretical 
Computer Science 134 (1994) 427-453. 
In 1985, Dymond and Tompa showed that every deterministic Turing machine with linear tapes and 
time complexity Tcan be simulated by an alternating Turing machine with linear tapes that runs in 
time 0( T/log T). We extend their result to multidimensional Turing machines. We show that every 
deterministic Turing machine with d-dimensional tapes and time complexity Tcan be simulated by 
an alternating Turing machine with linear tapes that runs in time 0( T/(log T)“d) 
1. Introduction 
Are parallel machines always faster than sequential machines? This question has 
intrigued many researchers. In more formal terms, this question can be phrased as 
follows. Given a class of sequential machines ~2’~ and their “parallel” counterparts 
AZ, is it true that each machine M1 in the class _M1 that runs in time T can be 
simulated by a machine M2 in the class _4Z2 that runs in time less than T? In order to 
discuss this question rigorously, we need to fix _M1 and AZ. 
There are many sequential models of computation, the deterministic Turing ma- 
chine being one of the standards. There are also different formalizations of parallelism 
[13]. Independently, Kozen [9] and Chandra and Stockmeyer [3] introduced alterna- 
tion, which may be viewed as one form of parallelism. 
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Paul and Reischuk [16] established that every deterministic l-dimensional Turing 
machine running in time T can be simulated by an alternating l-dimensional Turing 
machine that runs in time 0( Tlog log T/log T). Thus, parallel machines are faster 
than sequential ones for l-dimensional Turing machines. The question is whether this 
is true for other models of computation, e.g., multidimensional Turing machines, tree 
Turing machines, random access machines, etc. 
Using a two-person pebble game, Dymond and Tompa [S] improved the result of 
Paul and Reischuk [16] and proved that every deterministic l-dimensional Turing 
machine running in time T can be simulated by an alternating l-dimensional Turing 
machine that runs in time 0( T/log T). Parberry and Schnitger [14] and Dymond and 
Tompa [S] devised efficient simulations of deterministic l-dimensional Turing ma- 
chines by parallel random access machines. 
In this paper, we extend the first result of Dymond and Tompa [S] to multidimen- 
sional Turing machines. We consider multitape multidimensional Turing machines 
with one head per tape. Let DTIMEd( T) be the class of languages accepted by 
deterministic d-dimensional Turing machines in time O(T). For T=Cl(n) (where IZ is 
the length of the input string), let ATIME,( T) be the class of languages accepted by 
alternating d-dimensional Turing machines in time O(T). We will show that for 
T/(log T) l’d=R(n), 
DTIMEd( T)c ATIiVfE,( T/(log T)‘ld). (1) 
An indexiny alternating Turing machine is an alternating Turing machine which has 
a distinguished tape called the index tape. An indexing alternating Turing machine 
M does not read the input tape directly. Instead, M writes on the index tape the 
address of the cell c of the input tape that M wants to read, and then in one step, 
M reads the input symbol on c. Chandra et al. [2] gave a more detailed description of 
indexing alternating Turing machines. 
We extend the definition of ATIME,( T) to sublinear time T as follows. For 
T= o( n), let ATIME,( T) denote the class of languages accepted by indexing alternat- 
ing d-dimensional Turing machines in time O(T). With this extended definition of 
ATIMEd( T), we will show that (1) also holds for T/(log T)“‘=o(n), and hence, (1) 
holds for all T. 
Our second result is about simulations among alternating multidimensional Turing 
machines. 
Hennie [7] and Grigor’ev [6] considered simulations among deterministic 
multidimensional Turing machines with multiple heads per tape and derived a 
lower bound of Q( T’+ 1’d-1’L’) on the time required by a d-dimensional machine 
to simulate on-line an e-dimensional machine of time complexity T. For d = 1, 
Pippenger and Fischer [ 171 described an optimal on-line simulation that runs in time 
0( Tz-‘/‘). For all d3 1 and all e>d, Loui [IO] showed that every deterministic 
multihead e-dimensional Turing machine running in time T can be simulated 
on-line by a deterministic multihead d-dimensional Turing machine in time 
O(T’+‘/d-%‘(log T)o’l’). 
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Monien [12] demonstrated that every nondeterministic multidimensional Turing 
machine that runs in time T can be simulated by a nondeterministic l-dimensional 
Turing machine in time 0( T(log T)2). 
We consider simulations among alternating multidimensional Turing machines 
with one head per tape. We show that for all d 2 1, every alternating d-dimensional 
Turing machine of time complexity T can be simulated by an alternating l-dimen- 
sional Turing machine in time O(T), that is, 
ATIME,(T)c_ATIME,( T). (2) 
Hence, by (1) and (2) together, DTIMEd( T)r ATIME, (T/(log T)“d). 
In Section 2, we review the two-person pebble game defined by Dymond and 
Tompa [S] and present several results about this two-person pebble game. In Section 
3, we use the results in Section 2 to prove (1). We present the proof of (2) in Section 4. 
Details omitted from Section 2 appear in the appendix. 
All logarithms are taken to base 2. 
2. A two-person pebble game 
Dymond and Tompa [S] introduced a two-person pebble game to the model the 
computation of an alternating Turing machine. Buss et al. [l] and Venkateswaran 
and Tompa [lS] used variations of this two-person pebble game to study circuit 
complexity. In this section, we present several results about the two-person pebble 
game as originally defined in [S]. Lemma 2.1 is due to Dymond and Tompa [S]. We 
summarize our results about this game in Lemma 2.2. We use these results in Section 
3 to prove the promised speedup of deterministic machines by alternating machines. 
First, we give a terse but complete description of the game. The game is played on 
a finite directed acyclic graph (DAG). There are two players, the Labeler (called the 
Challenger by Dymond and Tompa [S]) and the Pebbler. The Labeler starts the game 
by putting a label on one of the vertices. The two players then take turns to make their 
moves. Each round of the game consists of one move by each player - one move by the 
Pebbler followed by one move by the Labeler. 
The Pebbler has an unlimited supply of pebbles. In the Pebbler’s turn, the Pebbler 
chooses one or more vertices and puts a pebble on each of the chosen vertices. We call 
the action of putting a pebble on a vertex “pebbling the vertex”. Once a pebble is put 
on a vertex, the pebble stays there. The Pebbler cannot remove a pebble from a vertex 
and reuse the pebble. The Labeler has only one label. In the Labeler’s turn, the 
Labeler can either leave the label where it is or transfer the label to one of the newly 
pebbled vertices. 
The game is over if, at the beginning of a round, all immediate predecessors of the 
labeled vertex are pebbled. The aim of the Pebbler is to end the game with as few 
pebbles as possible, whereas the aim of the Labeler is to force the Pebbler to use as 
many pebbles as possible. 
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Kalyanasundaram and Schnitger [S] proved that for R = O(N/log N), there exists 
a DAG with N vertices and bounded degree for which the Pebbler can end the game in 
R rounds only with R(N/log R) pebbles. In Section 3.1, we define the computation 
graph of a d-dimensional Turing machine. Paul et al. [lS] showed that for the 
computation graph of a l-dimensional Turing machine, the Pebbler can end the game 
in 2 rounds with O(N/log* N) pebbles, where N is the number vertices in the 
computation graph. 
Lemma 2.1. (Dymond and Tompa [S]). F or a DAG with N vertices and bounded 
indegree, the Pebbler can end the game with 0( N/log N) pebbles. 
A sequential DAG on N vertices is a DAG with vertex set V= { 1,2, . . . , N} such that 
(i, i+ 1) is an edge for 1 d i < N. For a sequential DAG, vertex i is a predecessor of 
vertex j if and only if i <j. 
Lemma 2.2. For a sequential DAG, the Pebbler can end the game with the minimum 
number of pebbles by pebbling one predecessor of the labeled vertex in each round. 
We leave the proof of Lemma 2.2 to the appendix. 
3. Speedup of determinism by alternation 
In this section, we use the two-person pebble game described in Section 2 to 
establish the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. For all T, DTIMEd( T)EATIME~( T/(log T)‘ld). 
3.1. DeJinitions 
Let MD be a deterministic d-dimensional Turing machine running in time T= T(n). 
We will construct an alternating Turing machine MA that accepts the same language 
as M, and runs in time 0( T/( log T)‘jd), assuming that T/(log T)“d = sZ( n). In Section 
3.7, we remove this assumption. To simplify our discussion, we assume that MD has 
only one work tape (which also serves as the input tape). It is straightforward to 
extend our arguments to handle multiple tapes. 
Each tape cell of MD has its “natural” d-dimensional coordinates. Let x denote the 
d-tuple (xi, x2, . . . . xd). Denote by c(x) the cell with coordinates x. Let c( = c~ic(~ . . . ct, 
be the input string of MD. At the beginning of the computation of MD, the symbol ai is 
stored in the cell c((i-l,O,O ,..., 0)). 
We divide the d-dimensional tape of MD into blocks. Each block is a d-dimensional 
cube of side length s; the value of s used by MA will be specified later. The block with 
address y, denoted by B(y), consists of all cells c(x) where 0 ,< Xi - syi < s for 1 < id d. 
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The addresses of two neighboring blocks can differ by at most one in each coordinate. 
Thus, each block has (3d- 1) neighbors around it. 
Consider the computation of MD on input c(. A time t, the tape head is within 
a certain block, say B. At time t + 1, t + 2, . . . , t + s, the head is either in B or in one of 
the (3d- 1) neighboring blocks. We call these 3d blocks (B and its neighbors) accessible 
at time t. In order to simulate MD for s steps, it suffices to know the state of MD, the 
head position, and the contents of all accessible blocks. We call all this information the 
local conjguration of MD. 
Let B be a block. Define a function g as follows. If B is accessible at timejs for some 
j< k, then g(B, k) is defined to be the maximum of all such j’s Otherwise, g(B, k) is 
undefined. The computation graph of MD on input c(, denoted by G(cc, s), is a directed 
acyclic graph defined as follows: 
G(a, s)=( K El, 
where 
v={jIOGjGrT/sl), 
E = {(j, k) 1 some block B is accessible at time ks, and j=g(B, k)} . 
We associate one local configuration of M, with each vertex of G(a, s). Henceforth, 
when we refer to the local configuration of vertex j, we mean the local configuration of 
MD at time js. The local configuration of vertex j is denoted by K(j). 
If (j, k) is an edge of G(a, s), then some block is accessible at time js and at time ks 
but not accessible at time rs for j < r < k. Thus, the contents of the accessible blocks in 
E(k) depend only on the contents of the accessible blocks in the local configurations 
of the immediate predecessors of k. In this respect, G(a, s) may be interpreted as 
a dependency graph. 
The difference of x and y, denoted by x-y, is the d-tuple (xi -y,, 
x2--2, ‘.., q-y‘,). The sum x +y is defined analogously. Let y(j) be the address of 
the block scanned by the tape head at time js during the computation of MD on a. 
Thus, the tape head is in block B(y(j)) at time js. Define w(j) to be the difference 
y(j+ 1)-y(j). Essentially, w(j) is the position of E(y(j+ 1)) relative to B(y(j)). The 
d-tuple w(j) tells us, from time js to time (j + l)s, whether the tape head stays in the 
same block B(y(j)) or moves to one of the neighbors of B(y(j)), and if so, to which 
neighboring block the head moves. The ith component of w(j) specifies whether 
the tape head moves out of B(y(j)) in the ith dimension. Let 
~={(x1,x2, .“, xd)IxiE{O,1,-1}}. S’ mce B(y(j+ 1)) is a neighbor of B(y(j)), it 
follows that w(O), w(l), . . . are all symbols of the alphabet C. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that MD has two distinguished states, qaEcept 
and qreject. MD enters state qaccep, (respectively qrejeL-1) and loops forever in this state if 
and only if MD accepts (rejects). A local configuration lc of MD is accepting if the state 
of MD in lc is qaccep,. 
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program MA 
begin 
{s, m, and u(O), u(l) ,..., u(m) are global variables: 
s is the side length of every block in the d-dimensional tape of MD, 
m is a guess of [T/q and 
u(j) is a guess of w(j). 
! and lc are local variables: 
e is a vertex of G( a, s), and 
Ic is the guessed local configuration of t.} 
1. Existentially choose s to be a power of 2; 
2. m := Guess ([T/q); 
3. forj:=Otomdo 
4. u(j) := Guess( w( j)); 
5. Universally choose e in the range 0 d/d m; 
6. Ic:=Guess(LC(C)); 
7. if f=m and lc is not accepting then 
8. Reject; 
else 
9. Universally choose to do 
10. (i) Verify-local-config(e, Ic); 
11. (ii) Verify-relative-position(6, Ic); 
end. 
Fig. 1. Program of the simulator MA. 
3.2. The simulation 
Dymond and Tompa [S] proved that for d= 1, DTIMEd( T)c 
ATIMEB( T/(iog T)‘ld). However, the direct adaptation of their proof to the multi- 
dimensional case (d > 1) does not work. Their simulation starts by guessing the head 
positions of MD at time t = 0, s, 2s, . . , [T/s1 s, and the main body of their simulation 
takes O(sd-’ T/log T) time. If s=Q((log T) li(d-l)), then the simulation takes O(T) 
time. If s=o((log T)l’(d-l) ), then guessing all the head positions takes w(T) time, 
since guessing one head position takes @(log T) time. Therefore, their simulation 
cannot achieve a speedup in the multidimensional case. Instead of guessing the head 
positions, we guess only the relative position of the two blocks scanned by the tape 
head at time js and (j + 1)s for 0 <j <rT/sl . 
The “main program” of our simulator MA is given in Fig. 1. Whenever we say 
x := Guess( X), we mean that MA guesses the value of X and assigns the guessed value 
to the variable x. 
The procedure Verify-local-config(/, Ic) checks that lc = LC( &) provided that 
u(j) = w(j) for all j </. Given that lc = K(e), the procedure Verify-relative-posi- 
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tion(/, Ic) checks that u(e)=w(/) (that is, the procedure checks that u(e) is the 
position of B(y(/+ 1)) relative to B(y(e))). Each of these two procedures rejects if its 
check fails, and each accepts otherwise. Before we explain how to implement these two 
procedures, we show that MA accepts the input c( if and only if MD does. 
Suppose MD accepts. We will show that MA accepts if MA guesses the values of 
[T/s1 and all w(j) s correctly in lines 2-4 of Fig. 1. 
In line 5, MA universally chooses e. If the chosen 8 is strictly less than m, then M, 
does not reject in line 8. Thus, MA accepts if both Verify-local-config(/, Ic) (line 10) 
and Verify-relative-position(e, Ic) (line 11) accept. Both procedures accept if 
lc= LC(&). Therefore, if MA makes the correct guess for K(L) in line 6, then MA 
accepts. 
Suppose MA chooses / to be m in line 5. Recall that the running time of MD is 
T= T(n), and MD loops in state qaccept if MD accepts. Thus, MD is in state qaccept at time 
t for all t 3 T. In particular, MD is in state qaccep, at time ms, since ms =rT/s]s> T. In 
other words, the state of MD in K(m) is qaccept. If MA guesses LC( m) correctly in line 
6, then lc = K(m), and Ic is accepting. Thus, MA does not reject in line 8. Moreover, 
lc=LC(m) implies both Verify-local-config(e, Ic) and Verify-relative-position(L, Ic) 
accept. It follows that MA accepts. 
Suppose MD rejects. Consider the instance during the computation of MA when MA 
has just guessed all w(j)‘,, and is about to choose 1p (line 5). 
Case 1: u(j) = w(j) for all j. We show that MA rejects if M, chooses / to be m. After 
choosing / to be m, the machine MA guesses K(m) in line 6. If the guessed local 
configuration Ic is not accepting, then M, rejects in line 8. If Ic is accepting, then since 
MD rejects, lc#LC(m), and thus, MA rejects in line 10. 
Case 2: u(j) # w(j) for some j. Let j, be the minimum j such that u(j) # w(j). We 
show that MA rejects if the chosen e is j,. After choosing L to be j,, the machine MA 
guesses LC(j,,) in line 6. Consider the guessed local configuration lc. If lc#LC(jo), 
then by minimality of j,, we have u(j)= w(j) for all j<j,, and thus, MA rejects in line 
10. If lc=LC(j,), then by the choice of j,, u(j,)# w(j,), and therefore, MA rejects in 
line 11. 
Hence, MA accepts the same language as MD. 
We now explain how to implement the procedure Verify-relative-position. In 
Section 3.3, we describe procedure Verify-local-config. 
The procedure Verify-relative-position assumes that lc = K(L) and checks that 
u(e) = w(e). Recall that the ith component of w(f) specifies whether, from time Ls to 
time (d+ l)s, the tape head of MD moves out of block B(y(/)) in the ith dimension. 
The procedure Verify-relative-position( 8, lc) can be implemented as follows. 
Given lc = LC( a), we simulate MD for s steps. We keep d unary counters cl, c2, . . . , cd. 
Each Ci counts how far the tape head of MD moves in the ith dimension from 
time es to time (8-t 1)s. Incrementing/decrementing a unary counter takes 0( 1) 
time. Thus, simulating MD for s steps requires O(s) time. Let x be the head position 
at time es according to lc. For 1 <id d, let zi =ximod s. Note that z is the 
head position within the block scanned by the tape head. It suffices to check that 
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procedure Verify-relative-position(G, lc) 
{If lc = X(L), then Verify-relative-position(d, Ic) accepts if and only if u(d) = w(a).} 
begin 
1. Starting with the local configuration Ic, simulate MD for 
s steps, keeping unary counters c1 , c2, . . . , cd as described above; 
Let n be the head position according to Ic and let zi=ximod s; 
2. if Ui(L)=L(Zi+ i)/ j f c s or all i then Accept else Reject; 
end; 
Fig. 2. Procedure Verify-relative-position. 
for all i, the ith component of u(L) is 
-1 
i 
if Zi+Ci<O, 
Ui(t)= 0 if O<Zi+Ci<S, (3) 
1 if zi+ci>s, 
or equivalently, ui( /) = I( Zi + ci)/sJ To facilitate the computation, x 1, x2, . . . , xd, and 
s are represented in binary. Note that zi is just the lower order logs bits of xi, since s is 
a power of 2 (see Fig. 1). 
The pseudo-code of the procedure Verify-relative-position is shown in Fig. 2. In line 
2 of procedure Verify-relative-position (Fig. 2), no division is actually performed. By 
equation (3), line 2 can be implemented using simple comparisons. 
3.3. Using the pebble game 
Recall the purpose of Verify-local-config(I’, Ic): Given that u(j)= w(j) for all j<e, 
Verify-local-config(P, Ic) verifies that lc =LC(P). We first describe the steps per- 
formed by Verify-local-config. Then we prove that Verify-local-config does serve its 
purpose. 
The procedure Verify-local-config(/, Ic) uses the two-person pebble game of Sec- 
tion 2 to check that Ic=LC(C). Assume for the time being that it is possible to verify 
the local configuration of a vertex j if the local configuration of all immediate 
predecessors of j are given. Imagine that the Pebbler and the Labeler are playing the 
game on the computation graph G(a, s), and Verify-local-config is “watching” the 
game. Initially, the label is on vertex (. Whenever the Pebbler pebbles vertex j, 
Verify-local-config guesses the local configuration of vertex j. The procedure Ver- 
ify-local-config continues guessing local configurations in this manner until the game 
is over. 
Let G, be the labeled vertex at the end of the game. When the game is over, all 
immediate predecessors of fe have been pebbled. Thus, Verify-local-config has guessed 
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the local configuration of each immediate predecessor or eB. Since in each round the 
Labeler either leaves the label where it is or transfers it to a newly pebbled vertex, it 
follows that at the end of the game, the label is on either the initially labeled vertex & or 
one of the pebbled vertices. 
If d, = Y, then using the guessed local configurations of the immediate predecessors 
of /, Verify-local-config verifies that Ic = LC( a). 
If /, # /, then /, must be a pebbled vertex, and Verify-local-config has guessed the 
local configuration of L,. Let lc, be the guessed local configuration of C,. Using the 
guessed local configurations of the immediate predecessors of /,, Verify-local-config 
checks that lc, = LC(/,). 
Of course, Verify-local-config cannot actually watch the game. Instead, it 
simulates the game. The procedure Verify-local-config uses existential choice to 
guess the Pebbler’s moves, and universal choice to try all possible moves of the 
Labeler. 
When it is the Pebbler’s turn, the Pebbler pebbles some vertices if the game is not 
yet over. By Lemma 2.2, we can assume that the Pebbler always pebbles one 
predecessor of the currently labeled vertex. Therefore, in guessing the Pebbler’s move, 
Verify-local-config 
(1) guesses whether the game is over, and 
(2) chooses a predecessor of the currently labeled vertex if it guesses that the game 
is not yet over. 
If Verify-local-config guesses that the game is over, then it checks that all immediate 
predecessors of the labeled vertex are pebbled to make sure that the game is indeed 
over. 
The guessed local configurations are stored in a stack named Stuck. Each entry in 
Stuck is an ordered pair (j, Ic”) wherej is a pebbled vertex, and lc” is the guessed local 
configuration ofj. An entry (j, Ic”) is correct if lc”= LC(j). Otherwise, it is incorrect. 
We specify precisely what Verify-local-config does by giving its pseudo-code in Fig. 3. 
The procedure Verify-local-config uses a local variable f to keep track of the 
currently labeled vertex. The local variable lc’ holds the guessed local configuration 
of e’. 
In line 12 of Fig. 3, the procedure Check-imm-pred(e’) tests whether all immediate 
predecessors of L’ have been pebbled provided that u(j)= w(j) for all j< /‘. The 
procedure Check-imm-pred( 8’) accepts if all immediate predecessors of 8’ have been 
pebbled; otherwise, it rejects. We describe the procedure Check-imm-pred in 
Section 3.4. 
Given that 
(1) u(j)=w(j) for all j<L’, 
(2) for every immediate predecessor j of L’, there is an entry (j, lc”) in Stuck, and 
(3) every entry (j, Id’) in Stuck is correct whenever j is an immediate predecessor 
of e,, 
the procedure Check-config(L’, lc’) in line 13 tests whether lc’ is the local configuration 
of &‘. Check-config( L’, lc’) accepts if lc’ = LC( d’) and rejects otherwise. Thus, the only 
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procedure Verify-local-config( G, Ic) 
{If u(j)= w(j) for all j<e, then Verify-local-config(L, Ic) accepts if and only if 
Ic = K(G). 1 
begin 
1. Stack := empty; 
2. er := L; lc’ := lc; 
loop 
3. Guess whether the game is over; 
4. if guess is “yes” then exit loop; 
5. Existentially choose a j < /‘; { Pebbler pebbles vertex j} 
6. lc” := Guess( LC( j)); 
7. Push (j, lc”) onto Stack; 
8. Universally choose to do 
9. (i) keep G’ and lc’ unchanged; {Labeler leaves the label where it is} 
10. (ii) d’ :=j; lc’ := lc”; {Labeler transfers the label to vertex j> 
end loop 
11. Universally choose to do 
12. (i) Check-imm-pred(e’); 
13. (ii) Check-config(d’, 1~‘); 
end; 
Fig. 3. Procedure Verify-local-config. 
way for Verify-local-config to accept is to pass the two tests in line 12 and 13. We 
specify the procedure Check-config in Section 3.5. 
We claim that if Verify-local-config accepts, then all entries in Stack are correct. 
Suppose the contrary. Let (k, 1~) be an incorrect entry in Stack such that k is 
minimum among all incorrect entries in Stuck. Consider the instance when (k, 1~) is 
first pushed onto Stack in line 7. Then in line 8, Verify-local-config universally chooses 
whether to leave the value of L’ unchanged (line 9) or to set d’ equal to k (line 10). Since 
Verify-local-config makes the choice universally, it must accept no matter what the 
choice is. Suppose Verify-local-config sets d’ equal to k. Further, suppose thereafter, 
during each pass of the loop (lines 3-10) Verify-local-config chooses to keep the value 
of el as k each time it reaches line 8. We argue that Verify-local-config cannot accept in 
this case. 
The only way for Verify-local-config to accept is to pass the two tests in lines 12 and 
13. We show that one of these two tests will fail. If not all immediate predecessors of 
k have been pebbled, then the test in line 12 fails. 
If all immediate predecessors of k have been pebbled, then for each immediate 
predecessor j of k, Verify-local-config has guessed the local configuration lc” of j and 
pushed a pair (j, Id’) onto Stack. By minimality of k, for every entry (j, lc”) in Stack, if 
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j < k, then (j, Ic”) is correct. Ifj is an immediate predecessor of k, then j < k. Thus, the 
correct configurations of all immediate predecessors of k are stored in Stuck. These 
correct local configurations enable Verify-local-config to check whether lc, = LC( k) in 
line 13. Since (k, 1~~) is an incorrect entry, Ick #LC( k), and the test in line 13 fails. 
Hence, if Verify-local-config(P, Ic) accepts, then all entries in Stuck are correct. 
We now prove that Verify-local-config(/, Ic) accepts if and only if lc= K(L) 
provided that u(j) = w(j) for all j<C. 
Suppose Verify-local-config accepts. In line 2 (Fig. 3), e,, and Ic’ are initialized to be 
/ and lc respectively. In line 8, Verify-local-config universally chooses either to leave 
the values of /’ and lc’ unchanged (line 9) or to change the values of &’ and lc’ (line 10). 
Since the choice in line 8 is made universally, then necessarily, Verify-local-config 
must accept regardless of the choice made. Suppose during each pass of the loop (lines 
3-lo), Verify-local-config chooses to leave the values of L’ and lc’ unchanged each time 
it reaches line 8. Then, when Verify-local-config accepts, the values of /’ and lc’ are still 
/ and lc respectively. 
Again, the only way for Verify-local-config to accept is to pass the two tests in lines 
12 and 13. The test in line 12 guarantees that all immediate predecessors of L’ =/ are 
pebbled. Thus, for each immediate predecessor j of /‘, Verify-local-config has guessed 
the local configuration lc” of j and pushed a pair (j, lc”) onto Stack. We have just 
proved that all these entries in Stuck are correct. These correct entries enable the 
procedure Check-config( L’, lc’) in line 13 to determine whether lc’ = LC( /‘). Since the 
procedure Verify-local-config accepts, then necessarily, Check-config(L’, lc’) accepts. 
This implies lc’ = LC( L”). Since lc’ = lc and el = e, it follows that lc = LC( 8). 
Suppose lc=LC(f). Let N denote the number of vertices in the computation graph 
G(cc, s). By Lemma 2.1, the Pebbler can end the game with O(N/logN) pebbles. 
Suppose for the first 0( N/log N) iterations of the loop (lines 3-lo), Verify-local-config 
chooses that the game is not over whenever it reaches line 3, and Verify-local-config 
guesses an optimal move of the Pebbler whenever it reaches line 5. Then, regardless of 
the choice made in line 8, all immediate predecessors of el are pebbled after 0( N/log N) 
iterations. In the next iteration of the loop, if Verify-local-config chooses that the game 
is over in line 3, then Verify-local-config exits the loop. In line 12, the procedure 
Check-imm-pred(/‘) accepts, since all immediate predecessors of / have been pebbled. 
Further, if Verify-local-config has guessed all local configurations correctly, then in line 
13, the procedure Check-config(e’, lc’) accepts. Therefore, Verify-local-config accepts. 
Hence, Verify-local-config(e, lc) accepts if and only if lc = ,X(L). 
3.4. Checking immediate predecessors 
We now describe procedure Check-imm-pred. Given that u(j)= w(j) for all j<d’, 
the procedure Check-imm-pred(e’, lc’) checks that all immediate predecessors of d’ 
have been pebbled. 
By definition of G(cc, s), vertexj is an immediate predecessor of el if and only if some 
block B is accessible at time /‘s, and j=g(B, f). At time js, the tape head of MD is in 
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procedure Check-imm-pred (l’, Ic’) 
{Given that u(j) = w(j) for all j < /‘, Check-imm-pred(e’, lc’) accepts if all immediate 
predecessors of /’ are pebbled. Otherwise, Check-imm-pred(L’, Ic’) rejects.} 
begin 
1. Universally choose UEC; 
2. if g’(u, el)=undejned then 
3. Accept; 
else 
begin 
4. j := g’( u, k’); 
5. Pop Stack until either an entry (j, Ic”) is found or Stuck is empty; 
6. if no such entry is found then Reject else Accept; 
end; 
end; 
Fig. 4. Procedure Check-imm-pred. 
block B(y(j)). A block B(y’) is accessible at time js if and only if B(y’)=B(y(j)) or 
B(y’) is a neighboring block of B(y(j)), or equivalently, y’-y(j)~C. Hence, we have 
the following fact. 
Fact 3.2. A block B(y’) is accessible at time js is if and only ify’-y(j)~C. 
To simplify the notation, define g’( u, 6’) to be g(B(y(t’)+ u), t’) for all UEZ. By 
Fact 3.2, it suffices to check that for each EC, if g’(u, t’) is defined, then there is an 
entry (j, Ic’) in Stack such that j = g’( u, /‘). The procedure Check-imm-pred is shown in 
Fig. 4. We will explain how to compute the function g’ in a moment. 
We now explain how to compute g’. By definition of w(k), 
I’- 1 I‘-1 
k5j w(k)= kzj Wk+ I)-y(k))=y(O-y(j). (4) 
Recall that g( B, f’) is the maximum j < e’ such that block B is accessible at time js. If no 
such j exists, then g(B, d’) is undefined. By Fact 3.2 and equation (4), block B(y(8’) + u) 
is accessible at time js if and only if ( u+CL’cjl w(k))EZ. Thus, g’(u, d’)= 
g(B(y(e’)+u), t’) is the maximum j<t’ such that (u+C:‘:~’ w(k))EC. It should be 
clear that the pseudo-code in Fig. 5 correctly computes g’. 
3.5. Checking a local conjiguration 
The procedure Check-config(d’, Ic’) uses the information stored in Stack to verify 
that Ic’ = LC( P’). We are given that (i) u(j) = w(j) for all j < el, (ii) for every immediate 
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function g’( u, f) 
(The function g’(u, 8’) returns g(B(y(/‘)+u), el) if u(j)=w(j) for all j<e’.} 
begin 
1. a:=u; 
2. for j := el - 1 downto 0 do 
3. a := a + u(j); 
4. if ae.Z then return j; 
5. return undefined; 
end 
Fig. 5. Function g’. 
predecessor j of el, there is an entry (j, Ic) in Stack, and (iii) every entry (j, Ic) in Stack is 
correct if j is an immediate predecessor of 8’. 
Recall that the local configuration consists of the state of MD, the head position, 
and the contents of the accessible blocks. We describe two procedures: Check-state- 
head-pos and Check-act-blocks. Check-state-head-pos verifies the state of MD and 
the head position in a local configuration. Check-act-blocks verifies the contents of 
the accessible blocks in a local configuration. The procedure Check-config(e’, Ic’) 
chooses universally to invoke either Check-state-head-pos( el, Ic) or Check-acc- 
blocks( e,, Ic’). 
Clearly, G(cc, s) is a sequential DAG (defined in Section 2). Thus, el- 1 is an 
immediate predecessor of el, and there is an entry (e’- 1, Ic) in Stuck. To verify the 
state of MD in lc’, the procedure Check-state-head-pos(L’, Ic) first searches hack for 
an entry (/‘- 1, Ic). Since (/‘- 1, Ic) is a correct entry, we have lc=LC(e’- 1). 
Starting with the local configuration Ic, Check-state-head-pos simulates MD for 
s steps and checks that the state of MD in lc’ is the same as the result of the 
simulation. 
To verify the head position of MD in lc’, Check-state-head-pos employs the same 
technique used in procedure Verify-relative-position. Check-state-head-pos searches 
Stuck for an entry (el- 1,lc). Starting with the local configuration lc, Check-state- 
head-pos simulates MD for s steps, keeping d unary counters cl, c2, . . . , cd as in 
procedure Verify-relative-position. Each Ci keeps track of how far the tape head moves 
in the ith dimension from time (/ - 1)s to time els. Let x’ and x be the head position in 
lc’ and lc respectively. It suffices to check that X: = xi + Ci for all i. In Fig. 6, we present 
the pseudo-code of Check-state-head-pos. 
Next, we describe how to check the contents of the accessible blocks. By Fact 3.2, it 
suffices to check the contents of B(y(el))+u) for all UEC. Let B=B(y(L’)+u) for 
some UEZ. Suppose the tape head of MD is in B at time js. For (j.s - s) < t d (js + s), the 
tape head is in either B or one of the neighboring blocks of B at time t. It follows that 
B is accessible at time t. Thus, we have the following fact: 
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procedure Check-state-head-pos( L’, Ic’) 
{If (i) there is an entry (d’- 1, Ic) in Stack, and 
(ii) every entry (j, Ic) in Stack is correct if j=/’ - 1, 
then Check-state-head-pos(e’, Ic) accepts if and only if the state 
and head position of M, in Ic’ are the same as those in LC(G’).} 
begin 
Let q’ and x’ be respectively the state and head position of MD in lc’; 
1. if 8=0 then 
2. if q’ is the initial state of MD and x’= (O,O, . . . , 0) then Accept else Reject; 
else 
begin 
3. Pop Stack until an entry (/‘- 1, Ic) is found; 
Let x be the head position of MD in Ic; 
4. Starting with the local configuration lc, simulate MD for 
s steps, keeping unary counters cl, c2, . . . , cd as described above; 
Let q be the state of MD after the simulation; 
5. if q’ = q and x: = xi + ci for all i then Accept else Reject; 
end; 
end; 
Fig. 6. Procedure Check-state-head-pos. 
Fact 3.3. If B is not accessible at time js, then the tape head is not in B at time t for 
(j-l)s<t<(j+l)s. 
Consider g’(u, e’)=g(B, el). We have the following three cases. 
Case 1: g( B, l’) is undefined. If g(B, el) is undefined, then by definition of g, block 
B is not accessible at time js for j < el. By Fact 3.3, the tape head does not visit B before 
time 8’s. The contents of B at time 6’s are either blank or part of the input. 
Case 2: g( B, 8’) < 8’ - 1. Let j=g( B, 8’). By definition of g, block B is not accessible 
at time (j + l)s, (j + 2)s, . . . , (t’ - 1)s. By Fact 3.3, the tape head is not in B at time t for 
js < t < fs. The contents of B are not modified during this time period. Hence, the 
contents of B at time e’s are the same as those at time js. 
Case 3 : g( B, /‘) = e’ - 1. Recall that LC( / - 1) is the local configuration of MD at 
time (e- 1)s. Given LC(L’ - l), we can obtain the contents of B at time 8’s by 
simulating MD for s steps. 
By definition of G(u, s), vertex j= g( B, l’) is an immediate predecessor of e’. Thus, 
there is an entry (j, Ic) in Stack. In Fig. 7, we present the pseudo-code of procedure 
Check-act-blocks. In a nutshell, the procedure does the following. Check-acc- 
blocks( Ic’, e’) universally chooses EC and computes j=g’( u, f). Depending on the 
value of j, Check-act-blocks checks the contents of B@(T) + u) as described in the 
above three cases. 
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procedure Check-act-blocks( L’, lc’) 
{If (i) u(j) = w(j) for all j < e’, 
(ii) for each immediate predecessor j of L’, there is an entry (j, Jc) in Stuck, and 
(iii) every entry (j, Ic) in Stuck is correct whenever j is an immediate predecessor 
of t”‘, 
then Check-ace-blocks(e’, Ic’) accepts if and only if the contents 
of the accessible blocks in Ic’ are the same as those in LC(L’).} 
begin 
1. Universally choose UEC; 
Let B=B(y(e’)+u); 
2. if g’(u, /‘)=undejined then 
3. if the contents of B in Ic’ agree with the input then Accept else Reject; 
else 
begin 
4. j:=g’(u, f); 
5. Pop Stack until an entry (j, Ic) is found; 
6. if j<G’- 1 then 
7. if the contents of B in lc’ are the same as those in lc then Accept else Reject; 
else 
begin 
8. Starting with the local configuration lc, simulate MD for s steps; 
9. if the contents of B in lc’ are the same as the results of the simulation 
then Accept else Reject; 
end; 
end, 
end; 
Fig. 7. Procedure Check-act-blocks. 
Table 1 
Running time of procedure Check-state-head-pos 
Line Running time 
1 Wag ml 
2 O(l) 
3 O(n1) 
4 O(s) 
5 Wag T) 
3.6. Time analysis 
We will show that MA runs in time O(T/(log T)‘ld) if MA chooses s to be 
@((log T)‘ld) in line 1 (Fig. 1) and guesses m=rT/sl correctly in line 2. 
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The simulator MA guesses u(O), u( l), . . . , u(m) in lines 3 and 4 (Fig. 1) and stores the 
values of the u(j)‘s on a tape 2. Each u(j) takes O(1) space. The code in Fig. 5 
computes g’ using the values of the u(j)‘s. The code in Fig. 5 is simply a backward scan 
of the tape z. Thus, the value of g’ can be computed in O(m)=O( T/s) time. 
Writing down the contents of the 3d accessible blocks of volume sd each takes O(sd) 
time, and writing down the head position x takes O(log T) time. Therefore, writing 
down a local configuration takes O(sd+log T) = O(log T) time. 
The stack Stack used in procedure Verify-local-config is implemented using another 
tape. The computation graph G( a, s) has m + 1 =rT/.sl+ 1 vertices (0, 1, 2, . . . , rT/sl}. 
It takes O(logm) time to write down a vertex number and O(log T) time to write 
down a local configuration. Thus, it takes O(logm+log T)= O(log T) time to write 
down a stack entry. 
If the procedure Verify-local-config always guesses an optimal move of the Pebbler 
whenever it reaches line 5 (Fig. 3), then by Lemma 2.1, the loop in lines 3-10 
terminates in O(m/‘log m) iterations. An entry is pushed onto to Stack in each pass of 
the loop. It follows that Stack occupies O(m log T/log m) = O(m) space, and searching 
Stack for an entry takes O(m) time. As shown in Table 1, the total running time of 
procedure Check-state-head-pos is O(m). 
Next consider procedure Check-act-blocks. In line 3 (Fig. 7), the procedure checks 
the contents of an accessible block against the input. Suppose the running time of line 
3 is h(n). We will determine h(n) later. The overall running time of procedure 
Check-act-blocks is 0( m + h + sd) = 0 (m + h + log T) = 0( m + h). (See Table 2). 
The running time of procedure Check-config is the maximum of the running times 
of procedures Check-state-head-pos and Check-ace-blocks. Thus, Check-config runs 
in O(m+h) time. 
The running time of each line of procedure Check-imm-pred is shown in Table 3. 
The total running time of procedure Check-imm-pred is O(m). 
The most time consuming part of the computation of MA is the main loop of 
procedure Verify-local-config (lines 3-10 in Fig. 3). As argued before, this loop 
Table 2 
Running time of procedure Check-act-blocks 
Line Running time 
O(l) 
O(m) 
h 
O(m) 
O(m) 
Worm) 
O(s‘v 
O(s) 
O(sv 
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Table 3 
Running time of procedure Check-imm-pred 
Line Running time 
1 O(1) 
2 O(m) 
3 O(1) 
4 O(m) 
5 O(m) 
6 O(f) 
Table 4 
Running time of procedure Verify-local-config. Each en- 
try shows the running time of a line when the line is 
executed once. Lines 3-10 are executed O(m/logm) 
times 
Line Running time 
1 O(l) 
2 O(log r) 
3 O(1) 
4 O(1) 
5 O(logm) 
6 O(fog T) 
I O(tog T) 
8 O(1) 
9 O(1) 
10 O(log T) 
11 O(1) 
12 O(m) 
13 O(m+h) 
Table 5 
Running time of procedure Verify-relative-position 
Line Running time 
1 O(s) 
2 O(s) 
terminates in O(m/logm) iterations. Table 4 shows that each pass of the loop 
takes 0( log m + log T) = 0( log T) time. Thus, Verify-local-config runs in 
O(m+h+mlogT/logm)=O(m+h) time. 
By equation (3), the tests in line 2 of procedure Verify-relative-position (Fig. 2) can 
be performed in O(s) time. The total running time of procedure Verify-relative- 
position is also O(s). (See Table 5). 
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Table 6 
Running time of program M, 
Line Running time 
2 
3,4 
5 
6 
I 
8 
9 
10 
11 
O(.y) 
O(lw T) 
O(m) 
wag ml 
wag T) 
Worm) 
O(l) 
O(l) 
O(m+h) 
O(s) 
procedure Check-with-input( Ic’) 
begin 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
end; 
Let x’ be the head position in lc’ and let y;=rx;/sl; 
Universally choose UEC and z’ such that Obzj <s for all i; 
x := s(y’ + u) + z’; 
if O<xl <n and xi=0 for all i> 1 then 
if the content of c(x) in Ic’ is CI,, + 1 then Accept else Reject; 
else 
if the content of c(x) in Ic’ is blank then Accept else Reject; 
Fig. 8. Procedure Check-with-input 
The running time of each line of the program MA (Fig. 1) is given in Table 6. The 
running time of all lines add up to O(m+h). Thus, the simulator MA runs in time 
O(m+h)=O( T/s+h)=O((T/log T)“d+h). It remains to determine h. 
Recall that h is the time required to compare the contents of the accessible blocks in 
a local configuration Ic’ with the input. Let x’ be the head position of MD in lc’. For 
l<idd, let y;=rxi/sl. Note that y’=(y;,y;, . . ..y&) is the address of the block 
scanned by the tape head. Denote by sy’ the d-tuple (sy; , sy;, . . . , syb). By Fact 3.2, it 
suffices to check the contents of block B(y’+ u) for all UEC. In other words, we have to 
check the content of tape cell c(s(y’ + u) + z’) for all UEC and all z’ such that 0 < zi <s 
for all i. 
In Fig. 8, we present a procedure to check the contents of accessible blocks against 
the input. In line 1, choosing u takes O(1) time, and choosing z’ takes O(log s) time. 
Discarding the lower order logs bits from x{ gives y:, and concatenating y; + Ui with 
zi yields x,=s(y’, +ui)+z;. Thus, computing x in line 2 requires only O(log T) 
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procedure Quick-check-with-input( Ic’) 
begin 
Let x’ be the head position in 1~‘; 
1. Universally choose EC and z’ such that O<zi<s for all i; 
2. x:=s(y’+u)+z’; 
3. Write x on the address tape and read a symbol from the input tape; 
4. if the content of c(x) in Ic’ is the same as the symbol read then Accept else Reject; 
end; 
Fig. 9. Procedure Quick-check-with-input used by ML. 
time The comparisons in lines 3-5 take O(log T+n) time. Therefore, 
h=O(logs+logT+n)=O(logT+n). 
Since T/(log T) ild = n( n) we conclude that MA runs in 0( r/( log T)ild) time. Hence, 
(1) holds for r/( log T)rld =‘n( n). 
3.7. Extension to sublinear time 
Now we extend this result to the case where T,,( log T)rld = o( n). We construct an 
indexing alternating d-dimensional Turing machine ML that accepts the same lan- 
guage as MD and runs in 0( T/(log T)‘ld) time. The construction of Mk is almost the 
same as that of MA. The only difference is that Mk exploits its index tape to speed up 
procedure Check-with-input. The faster procedure Quick-check-with-input used by 
Ma is shown in Fig. 9. 
Lines 1 and 2 (Fig. 9) take O(log s) and O(log T) time respectively. Lines 3 and 4 take 
O(log T) time. Thus, procedure Quick-check-with-input runs in O(log s + log T) = 
O(log T) time. Therefore, Ma runs in O(log T+ T/(log r)‘ld)=O( T/(log r)““) time. 
Hence, (1) also holds for T/(log T)‘ld = o( n). We conclude that (1) holds for all T. 
In using the two-person pebble game to establish Theorem 3.1, we have assumed 
that the Pebbler always pebbles a predecessor of the labeled vertex in each round 
(Lemma 2.2). We could have proved Theorem 3.1 without this assumption; however, 
in such case, the construction of MA will be more complicated, and it will be more 
difficult to argue that MA accepts if and only if MD accepts. 
4. Reducing dimension of tapes 
In this section, we demonstrate that increasing the dimension of tapes does not 
increase the computing power of an alternating Turing machine. 
Theorem 4.1. For all d> 1, ATIMEd( T)sATIMEl CT). 
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program Ml 
begin 
1. x:=(0,0, . . . . 0); 
2. loop 
3. Existentially guess the content of c(x); 
4. Simulate M for one step; 
5. Universally choose to do (i) exit loop or (ii) go on to line 6. 
6. Record on the transcript tape the symbol written on c(x) and the head 
movement of M; 
7. Update x according to the head movement of M; 
8. end loop 
9. if the guessed content of c(x) is correct then Accept else Reject; 
end. 
Fig. 10. Program of Ml. 
Proof. Obviously, ATIME (T)cATIME,( T). It remains to show that 
ATIMEd( T) E ATIME, (T). 
First, consider T= Q( n). Let M be an alternating d-dimensional Turing machine 
running in time T. We construct an alternating l-dimensional Turing machine Ml 
that accepts the same language as M and runs in time O(T). For simplicity, we assume 
that M has only one work tape (which also serves as the input tape). It is straightfor- 
ward to generalize our arguments to handle multiple tapes. 
The machine Ml uses a transcript tape to keep a history of the steps performed by 
M and uses d unary counters x1, x2, . . . , xd to keep track of the head position of M. 
The d-tuple x=(x1,x,, . . . . xd) gives the head position of M, and c(x) is the cell 
scanned by the tape head of M. The program of Ml is shown in Fig. 10. 
We now prove that M and Ml accept the same language. Suppose M accepts. If Ml 
always guesses the content of cell c(x) correctly in line 3 (Fig. lo), then Ml also 
accepts. Next, suppose M does not accept. If M, always guesses the content of cell 
C(X) correctly in line 3, then Ml will not accept. If for some pass of the loop (lines 2-8) 
Ml makes a wrong guess of the content of cell c(x), then Ml rejects in line 9. Hence, 
MI accepts the same language as M. 
It remains to show that Ml runs in O(T) time. The head movement (in one step) of 
M can be represented by a symbol VGZ (defined in Section 3.1), which takes O(1) time 
to write down. Incrementing/decrementing a unary counter also takes O(1) time. 
Thus, each pass of the loop (lines 2-8) takes O(1) time. The loop is executed T times. 
Therefore, lines l-8 takes O(T) time. To prove that Ml runs in O(T) time, it suffices 
to show that the content of cell c(x) can be checked in O(T) time (line 9). 
Let /I1 v1p2v2 . . /$vk be the contents of the transcript tape when Ml reaches line 9, 
where /3, and vi are respectively the symbol written and the head movement of M in 
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step i. We want to check the content of c(x) after step k. The tape head scans c(x) in 
step j if and only if Cf=jUi= (O,O, . . . , 0). Let j be maximum such that j < k, and 
CT= jUi=(O,O, ...) 0). The content of c(x) is Bj if such j exists. Otherwise, c(x) is either 
blank or part of the input. 
To check the content of cell c(x), M, just has to read the input and scan the 
transcript tape backwards, the transcript tape uses O(T) spaces. Thus, 
0( T+n)=O( T) time suffices to check the content of c(x). 
Next, consider T= o( n). Let M’ be an indexing alternating d-dimensional Turing 
machine running in time T. We construct an indexing alternating l-dimensional 
Turing machine M; that accepts the same language as M’ and runs in time O(T). The 
construction of M; is almost the same as that of Ml above. The only difference is the 
way in which M; checks the content of c(x) against the input. 
Instead of scanning the input, M; converts the unary representation of x into 
binary representation, writes the binary representation of x on the index tape, and 
reads an input symbol. If the guessed content of c(x) is the same as the symbol read, 
then M; accepts. Otherwise, M; rejects. Each xi is in the range - T~xib T. By 
amortized analysis [4], converting x from unary to binary takes O(T) time. Writing 
down the binary representation of x on the index tape takes O(log T) time. Thus, 
M; runs in O(T) time. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 0 
Using similar techniques, we can show that allowing tree structured tapes also does 
not increase the computing power of an alternating Turing machine [ 111. 
Combining Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. For all T, DTIMEP( T) E ATIMEi( T/(log T)““). 
Appendix 
We present the proof of Lemma 2.2 in this appendix. Suppose the two-person 
pebble game is played on a DAG G = ( V, E). Consider a particular instance during the 
game. Suppose 
(1) it is now the Pebbler’s turn, 
(2) the label is currently on vertex 8, and 
(3) P is the set of all pebbled vertices up to this point of the game. 
We express the above three conditions by saying that the game is now in p-state (L’, P). 
Given that the game is currently in p-state (e, P), we can find the minimum number 
of additional pebbles required by the Pebbler to end the game (by exhausting all 
possible moves of the Pebbler and the Labeler, for example). Thus, the p-state of the 
game determines the minimum number of additional pebbles required to end the 
game. 
Let S = { (8, P) I [E V and P c V). For all seS, define m(s) to be the minimum 
number of additional pebbles required to end the game if the game is currently in 
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p-state s. For all VE I’, let ZP(v) denote the set of all immediate predecessors of v. To 
simplify notations, we write m((/, P)) as m(/, P). Also, we write the singleton set {x} 
simply as x when no confusion arises. We can express m recursively as follows. 
0 if IP(G)cP, 
m(/, P)= xGmi;+O { 1 X I+ ~;z[ m(x, P uX)} otherwise. (A.1) 
A strategy is a function f: S +2’ such that f(s) =@ if and only if m(s) =O. The 
PebblerjMows strategy fif the Pebbler pebbles the set of vertices f(s) when the game 
is in p-state s. A strategy f is locally optimal at s =(8, P) if 
A strategy is optimal if it is locally optimal at all SES. Thus, the Pebbler can end the 
game with the minimum number of pebbles by following an optimal strategy. 
Lemma A.l. There exists un optimal strategy. 
Proof. We construct a strategy fas follows. For all s = (L, P)ES, let f(s) = 8 if m( s) = 0. 
1fm(s)#0,thenby(A.1),m(s)=min,,,,.,~{~X/+max,,.,,m(x,PuX)}.LetX,be 
a nonempty subset of V that achieves the minimum. Define f(s)=X,. This f is 
optimal. 0 
Lemma A.2. Let (L,P)eS. For all QGV, m(e,P)dIQI+max,,e,lm(x,PuQ). 
Proof. If Q=0, then /QI+max,,cvlm(x, PuQ)=max,,(fi m(x, P)=m(/, P). 
Suppose Q #0. If m(/, P) #O, then by (A. l), 
Ifm(L,P)=O, thenm(~,P)=OdIQIdIQI+max,,o,,m(x,PuQ). 0 
Lemma A.3. There exists un optimal strategy fsuch that If(s)1 = 1 whenever m(s) >O. 
Proof. By Lemma A.l, there exists an optimal strategy jY We construct another 
strategy f’ as follows. Let f’(s) = 0 if f(s) =0. If f(s) ~0, then we pick an element 
UG~(S) and let f’(s)=a. 
m(s) > 0 3 f(s) # 0 (by definition of a strategy) 
= If’(s)1 = 1 (by construction of f’) 
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Thus, m(s)>0 implies If’(s)1 = 1. It remains to show that f’ is optimal, that is, f’ is 
locally optimal at all SEX 
Let .Y=(/,P)ES. If f(s)=@, then f’(s)=f( ) s , and the local optimality of f’ at 
s follows from that off: 
Suppose f(s) #0. Let A =f(s), and a =f’(s). Since f is locally optimal at s, 
m(/, P)=IAI+xm;$m(x, PUA). (A.2) 
By Lemma A.2, 
=IAI+xrflAauxtm(x, PUA) 
=m(e, f’) (by (A.2)) 
Also by Lemma A.2, 
= m(~,P)=l~l+~~~~~m(x,Pua) (by (A.3)) 
Thus, f’ is locally optimal at s. Hence, f’ is optimal. 0 
Lemma A.4. Let (/,P), (8, Q)ES. IfPcQ, then m(/, P)am(f, Q). 
Proof. By induction on m(/, P). 
Base Case: ~(8, P)=O. 
m(l,P)=O a IP(G (by (A.l)) 
* ZP(L)zQ (since PGQ) 
* m(s, Q)=o (by (A.1)) 
(A.3) 
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Inductive Step: m(L, P)>O. If m(e, Q)=O, then m(/, P)>O=m(L, Q), and we are 
done. 
Suppose m(k’, Q)>O. By Lemma A.l, there exists an optimal strategy f: Let 
R =f(l, P). By definition of a strategy, f(s)=@ if and only if m(s)=O. Since 
m(f, P) > 0, we have R #8. By optimality of fT 
m(/, P)=IRl+Xy,pxfm(x, PuR) 64.4) 
* m(/, P)>xT;tcm(x, PuR) (since R#@) 
* m(x, PuR)<m(/, P) for all XERU/ 
=c- m( x, P u R) B m(x, Q u R) for all XER u e (by induction hypothesis) 
3 ,r;z,m(x, PuR)2Xy;:fm(x, QuR) 
* m(l,f')>IRI+xy;~,m(x, QuR). (by 64.4)) 64.5) 
By Lemma A.2, 
* m(e,Q)bm(l,P). (by (A.5)) 0 
Suppose the two-person pebble game is played on a sequential DAG with vertex set 
V= { 1,2, . . . , N}. Recall that for a sequential DAG, vertex i is a predecessor of vertex 
j if and only if i<j. For X, Yc V, we write Xt Y (respectively X> Y) if for all XEX 
and YEY, x3y (x>y). 
Lemma AS. For a sequential DAG, ifQ>/, then m(/, P)=m(f, P-Q). 
Proof. By induction on m(l, P). 
Base Case: m(l, P)=O. 
m(f,P)=O =E. ZP(L’)GP (by (A.l)) 
=z- IP(L’)GP-Q (since Q>/ = QnZP(L’)=@) 
* m(/, P-Q)=0 (by (A.l)) 
Inductive Step: m(/, P)>O. By Lemma A.l, there exists an optimal strategy f: Let 
R =f(e, P). By definition of a strategy, f(s) =8 if and only if m(s) = 0. Since 
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m(/,P)>O, we have R#O. Let A={x~Rlx<e), and B=R-A. Then, 
Qke>A and B>L>A 
=z- (QuB)>(Aue). 
By elementary set theoretic arguments, 
(PuR)-(QuB)s(P-Q)u(R-B)=(P-Q)uA. 
By optimality of f; 
m(L,P)=IRI+x~;~lm(x,PuR) 
= m(/, P)>x~;~Lm(x, PuR) (since R#@) 
= m(/, P)>,y;“, m(x, PuR) (since AsR) 
3 m(8, P)>m(x, PuR) for all XEAU~ 
* m(x, PuR)=m(x,(PuR)-(BuQ)) for all x~Aut 
(by (A.6) and induction hypothesis) 
3 m(x, PuR)3 m(x,(P- Q)uA) for all XEAU/ 
(by (A.7) and Lemma A.4). 
64.6) 
64.7) 
(A.@ 
(A.9) 
By Lemma A.2, 
+l+,~;la,xpm(xJ’W (by (A.9)) 
<[RI+ max m(x,PuR) (since AsR) 
XERUl 
=m(C P) (by (A.@) 
48, P-Q)<m(l,P). (A.lO) 
By Lemma A.4, m(8, P-Q)>m(e, P), and by (A.lO), we conclude that 
m(e, P-Q)=m(l, P). q 
Lemma A.6. Let f be an optimal strategy for a sequential DAG. For all (k, P)ES, 
J-(8, P)4 
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Proof. Consider any (~,P)ES. Let R=f(/,P), A=(x~Rlx<!}, and B=R-A. It 
suffices to show that B = 0. Suppose B # 0. By optimality of A 
m(e,P)=IRI+x~~~~m(x,PuR) 
>IAI+xrflAavx(m(x,PuR) (since B#@ =S AcR) 
=/AI+x~;~cm(x,(PuR)-B) (by Lemma A.5 since B>(Aud)) 
HAI+x~ylm(x, PuA) 
(by Lemma A.4 since (PuR)-BEPuA) 
>,m(L, P) (by Lemma A.2) 
This is a contradiction. We conclude that B = 8. Hence, f( L, P) = A<[. 0 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Lemma 2.2 follows immediately from Lemma A.3 and Lemma 
A.6 0 
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